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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I] characterizing theorems for LX2 n-widths were presented, expressing 
the n-widths of classes of smooth functions of several variables in -Epz(Q), 
with norm condition on some order of the derivatives, in terms of the 
eigenvalues either of an appropriate functional equation over a Sobolev 
space, or of a boundary value problem for sufficiently smooth &Q. The 
reader is referred to [I] for detailed discussion. We recall here briefly those 
results necessary for our purposes. In what follows D is any bounded open 
connected set in Euclidean space LP uniess further restricted, 2#2) is the 
Hilbert space of complex-valued square integrable functions on Q with 
inner product 
(f,dvs = j,fg! 
W,(Q) is the Hilbert space of functions in .X(Q) possessing distribution 
derivatives of order <k in .2’..(Q), for K > 1, with standard inner product 
where 
and 
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Y&(Q) is the completion in %$(L?) of the infinitely differentiable functions 
CT(Q) with compact support in ,R, 6: is any Hilbert space with norm induced 
by %$(Q) satisfying 
&(-Qn> c % c Kc(Q), 
[elk is a positive coercive Hermitian form on $2 defined by 
where U,~ is in the class Cm(o) of functions f such that D”f, 0 < 1 a 1 < 00, 
is uniformly continuous on Q and where [*I8 satisfies 
[f,flk 3 %(f,f)w, - P”(f>f )2zz > [f,flk 3 0 (1.2) 
with c, > 0, p0 > 0. Notice that the positive definite form (s)~~ defined on 
% by 
(f, dk = If, & + Pdf> dip, (1.3) 
determines a norm equivalent to that determined by (-)wk . Finally, 
g\k = {f E Kc : [fiflk G 11 
and the n-width, dn(92’le), of 9, is defined: 
d,(WJ = inf{E(W, , 4) : A’ C 9s(Q), dim A = n}, 
if dn(Bk) = E(BT, , J&T’), dim J%’ < n, then A! is an optimal approximating 
n-subspace. We state now the 
THEOREM [l]. Suppose the injection 
is compact and [*lk is the positive coercive Hermitian form defined by (1.1) 
and (1.2). Then there exists a positive self-adjoint operator R, BR C ^y;, , 
satisf$ng 
[f, glk = (Rf, g)s* for all f E BR , for all g E Vk (1.4) 
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with gR characterized by (1.4), such that the spectrum of R consists of non- 
negative eigenvalues A, , A, -+ Co, of jinite multiplicity satisfying 
ET, glk = Gb, h2 fm all g E % , (1.5) 
where v  is an eigenfunction corresponding to A. If  AV is the eigenmanifold 
corresponding to A, with A0 = (0) if 0 is not an eigenvalue and 
NV = dim(&s + *a* + A?“), (1.6) 
then the d,(BJ may be characterized: 
U%c) = 03 if n <N,, (1.7) 
d,(BL,) = A;$’ if NV < n < NV, . U.8) 
The eigenfunctions q~ of (1.5) are of class Cm on D and satisfy 
(1.9) 
REMARK 1 .I. If D satisfies the restricted cone condition ([2], p. 11 or 
[l], p. 151) then the injection 1 : vk + y&2) is compact. 
REMARK 1.2. If Sz satisfies the restricted cone condition and 
with 
then [*lk is a positive, coercive Hermitian form on Vk with p,, = 1. In this 
case Eq. (1.9) reduces to 
(-l)“dkP, = AT, 
where A = (a2/&r2) + mm* + (a2/3xm2). This case was treated in [l] in detail. 
The problem to be considered in this paper is that of obtaining asymptotic 
estimates for the n-widths in (1.8). To do so certain restrictions must be 
placed upon Q and [elk except in the special case Vk = ~$~(a). In this case 
the asymptotic estimates of Theorem 1.1 to follow are valid without 
additional assumptions on Q and [.lk . But in the general case it is necessary 
to assume that Q is a regular or strongly Lipschitz domain and that [elk 
can be appropriately extended for our estimates to be valid. Regular domains 
satisfy the restricted cone condition and by Remark 1 .l the injection 
I : ‘Vk 4 Sz(Q) is compact. Before defining regular domains as well as 
other domains required in the sequel we will state the main theorem of 
this paper. It will be necessary to assume that there exists a Cm domain 
Q* I) Q such that 
and 
the coefficients a,@ E C”(Q*) (1.10) 
[elk is a positive coercive Hermitian form on %$(Q*), (1.11) 
where, for simplicity, it is assumed that the constants c, and /*.,-, in the 
coerciveness condition satisfied by [a],; on 7S$(Q*) are the same as those 
in. the coerciveness condition satisfied by [*lk on 5. . 
THEOREM 1 .I. I f  .Q is a regular domain and [*lg is a positive coercive 
Hermitian form satisfying 1.10 and I , 11 then the following asymptotic estimates 
are valid for the n-widths of 1.8: 
d,(g,J < c’n+lm + o(n-klnL) as n ---f 00, (1.12) 
where c’ > 0 is a constant which can be estimated .from above. There exists a 
subsequence of distinct positive integers {n,} such that 
dn,(Bk) > (c/nJkim + o(n;““‘) as ~-+a, where c>O maybe (1.13) 
computed precisely. I f  IV,,, = N,( 1 + o( 1)) as v  + 00 then 
d,(W,) 3 (c/n)kl’il + o(n-Llr’r) as n -+ co. (1.14) 
We define now the notions of regular and Cj domains. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A bounded region D is regular (or strongly Lipschitz) 
if each point P of a.0 is in a neighborhood U = UP of P such that after a 
rigid motion (r of translation and rotation 
(i) u( U n 89) has the representation 
y1 =.fb’)fory’~ U’ = Kh ,...,~d : (Y, ,yt ,...,mJ -(Un a-Q)), (1.15) 
where y = ax, f  is Lipschitz on U’ and U’ is a bounded region in Em-l; 
(ii) The map 7 : U + Em defined by 
(4 = Yi i = 2,..., m 
(4 = Yl -f(r2 ,...,Ym) 
(1.16) 
maps U into a cylinder of cross-section U’ with U n s;) corresponding to 
A > 0. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A bounded region D is of cZuss Cj if Definition 1.1 
holds with f in (1.15) of class Cj( U’). 
REMARK 1.3. Any bounded open convex set is a regular domain [3, 
Lemma 3.4.1 p. 721. It is clear that if Sz is a domain of class C1 then Sz is 
regular. 
2. THE MAIN LEMMAS 
In this section we will state the sequence of lemmas required to prove 
Theorem 1.1. The proofs will be deferred until Section 3 for the sake of 
exposition. 
LEMMA 2.1. If, for suj%ently large s, Q is of class FL* and Vk = =$$‘) 
then the eigenvalues of the operator R determined by (1.4) have the following 
asymptotic distribution: 
N(h) = cWzk + o(@/~~) as X + co, (2.1) 
where N(h) is the number of eigenvalues, counted according to multiplicity, 
<A and 
c = (27r)-” 
J 4.4, V-2) a 
where 
W(X) = measure 5 : 0 < C a&x) pi-a < 1 
I Ioll=k 
lPl=k 
(2.3) 
Here s may be taken to satisfy 
and 
then c has the value 
where 
m-i-1 
‘>‘f 2k 
c = (2~)-~ * w, * measure(f2) 
,mP 
uJm = 
r(m/2 + 1 * 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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LEMMA 2.2. I f  Q is of class CBks where s satisJies (2.4) then an upper 
asymptotic asymptotic estimate exists, in the case 5; = tik , for d,(W,): 
dn(gk) < (c/r~)~‘~ + o(nklm) as n + co. (2.6) 
where c is given by (2.2). Moreover, there exists a sequence of distinct positive 
integers {n,} such that asymptotic estimates exist from below for the d,,(gk): 
d,z,(+%t) > (+,)K’m + ‘-+;“‘“> as u+oo. (2.7) 
If  NV, = N,(l + o(1)) as v  -+ CO then 
d&?&J > (~/n.)~l~ + o(n-k/m) as n - co. (24 
LEMMA 2.3. If  Q is any bounded open connected set in Em there exist 
constants c1 < c < c2 with c given by (2.2) such that (2.6) [(2.7)] holds with 
c2(c1) in place of c. I f  Q can be approximated arbitrarily closely from without 
(within) by CBks domains then c2(c1) may be taken equal to c. In particular, 
regular domains can be so approximated from within and without. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Morrey). I f  !S is a regular domain and Sz, is any bounded 
region such that GO 3 0 then there exists a linear bounded extension operator E, 
E : Vk + tik(Q,) (2.9) 
such that Ef(x) = f(x) for almost all x E Sz. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let E be the operator of 2.9 and let 11 E I/ be its norm when 
Vk and Y&2O) are normed with the (equivalent) norms determined by (1.3). 
Let gk and dk be the closed unit balls in V* and ~$~(52,), respectively, taken 
with the norms determined by (1.3). Then 
4&%) G 11 E 1/1’2 d&k)- (2.10) 
In the following lemma, 8, will denote the class 
&k = t.fE&(SZ,) : [f?fiflk d l>, 
LEMMA 2.6. The n-widths of Bk are related to those of %“e through the 
equality 
d;‘@%) = d;;a(Bk) - PO n 2 No (2.11) 
where p. is de$ned by (1.3). A similar statement is valid for d,(dk) and d,(&J. 
Finally, there exists a positive constant K such that, for su$Gntly large n, 
4@‘&) G K 4&@d- (2.12) 
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Theorem 1.1 follows readily from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.6 and from 
the observation that increasing the size of a class of functions increases its 
n-width. Notice that c is given by (2.2) and c’ can be estimated from above 
through inequality (2.12), if Q,, C sZ*. 
3. PROOFS FOR THE MAIN LEMMAS 
In this section we will give the proofs for Lemmas 2.1 through 2.6. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1. The lemma follows directly from a theorem of 
Agmon ([2], Theorem 14.6, p. 250) h h w ic we will not reproduce here. The 
crucial point to be verified is that there exists an integer s > ((m + 1)/2k) + 1 
such that 
9‘7s c “tlc,,.m (3.1) 
i.e., that there exists a sufficiently large iterate of R with domain consisting 
of sufficiently smooth functions. The verification of (3.1) follows by induction 
from the fact ([2], Theorem 9.8, p. 129) that if Ru = f with f E Wzkt and 
Q of class C2k(t+1) then u E Wrk(t+l) . 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. To obtain 2.6 we set h = h,+r in (2.1) and observe 
that N(X,+,) = NV+, and that &+r -+ co as v + co. Thus (2.1) implies 
W’v+dk”” = h,-::2(1 + o(1)) as v-+co. (3.2) 
If NV < n < N,,, then d,(Bk) = h;:12 and (c/n) > (c/NV+r). Thus (3.2) 
yields 
(c/n)k’m > dn(sk)( 1 + o(1)) as n + m 
and (2.6) follows directly. To obtain (2.7) we simply set n, = N,,,, - 1 
and obtain from (3.2), 
(c/h + lNkim = h;j;(l + o(1)) as v-+co. 
Since c/(n, + 1) = (c/nJ(l + o(1)) as v -+ 00 and dn,(gk) = x;ii2, we have 
(c/nv)k’m(l + o(l)) = &&@k)(1 + O(l)) as v + O” 
and (2.7) follows directly. To obtain (2.8) assume that Ny+i = N,(l + o(1)) 
as v - co and set a, = NV+, - N, . Then from (3.2) we obtain when 
Nv < n < &+I, 
(c/(n + %))k’m < K.-.;2( 1 + o( 1)) as v-+co. (34 
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Now a, = Iv, . e( 1) and a,,/n = o( 1) as v + co. Thus we obtain from (3.3) 
(c/n)P’sl (I + o(1)) < dn(9&( I -I- o(l)) as 71 -+ co 
and (2.8) follows directly. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3. A sphere S can always be inscribed within Q and, 
by assumption, the a,@ have extensions to some Cm domain Q* 1 Q. Since 
n-widths increase with the size of the domain Q the first statement of 
Lemma 2.3 follows directly from the application of Lemma 2.2 to Q* and S. 
The second statement of Lemma 2.3 can be shown to follow from the 
absolute continuity of the set function (on domains Q) defined by c =. c(Q) 
and the last statement is a well-known property of regular domains. 
Lemma 2.4 is a theorem of Morrey ([3], Theorem 3.4.3, p. 74) which is 
a variant of Calderon’s extension theorem ([2], Theorem 11.12, p. 171). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5. The set I&9,. is clearly contained in the set 
95, = (fe 2$20) : I,fi! < I’ El!}. (3.4) 
We will show that 
dv(9f3,) -< ci,(B,). (3.5) 
From the results of [I] the n-widths d,,(@,) have the representation 
d,(&) = I/ E 1!1’2 d&d,) 
and hence (2.10) will follow if we can establish (3.5). To verify (3.5) let 
A$ be an optimal approximating n-subspace for @, in Y2(Q,,) for n > 0. 
Such a linear manifold exists by the results of [l]. Let f Ea!K be given and 
let f. = Ef. Let g,” E & be such that 
where E(f, , .&) is defined in the introduction. The choice of such a g, is 
possible since .A$ is finite dimensional. Set g, equal to the restriction’of 
gto to Q. We have 
(3.6) 
since A,, is an optimal approximating n-subspace. If we let An denote the 
linear manifold of dimension <.n consisting of the restrictions of the elements 
in & to B then we have from (3.6), 
EWk > 4 G 4&A 
which establishes (3.5). This concludes the proof. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 2.6. The n-widths of .%Yk may be characterized in the 
usual way in terms of the eigenvalues of the operator A defined by 
where (*)IL is defined by (1.3). It is clear that A is related to R by 
A=RR+d 
and (2.11) follows immediately since the eigenvalues of A are simply those 
of R shifted p. units to the right. 
(2.12) follows from the inequalities, valid for n > N,, and di2(diB,) > j/ E !j p,, 
dn(stk) = lj(d,-2(Bk) - po)1’2 < I/(!1 E ll-1d,-2(&) - ~0)~” 
= !j E lj1’2/(d;2(dk) - 11 E 11 ,uo)“’ < c” !I R 111’2i(d;2(.@k) --~ po)l” 
= K d,(d), 
where c” exists since dn(&8k) + 0 and K = C” ]I E []1’2. 
REMARK 3.1. A determination of the constant K depends upon the coercive 
positive form [elk extended to the domain Sz, and the spectrum of the positive 
self-adjoint operator it determines, as well as upon 11 E 11. In the following 
section we will consider the problem of determining )I E/I. 
4. CONSTRUCTIVEPROCEDURES 
In this section, under more restrictive assumptions on Q than required 
in Lemma 2.4, we will construct explicitly an extension operator E such 
that its norm can be estimated from above, if desired, by computation. 
The construction of this operator depends upon an idea due to Seeley [4] 
and is valid for so-called piecewise -Ck regions s2 which we define as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A bounded region IR is said to be piecewise of class Cj 
(or piecewise -0) if there exist a bounded open connected set U, and 
bounded open simply connected sets {UV}z=r such that 
lYYO CQ, 6 U, 3 Q, interior (au, n X2) = 4, 
I-O 
and such that each set U, for Y > 1 is a set satisfying (i) and (ii) of Defini- 
tion 1 .l with f class Cj( u:>. It is further assumed that the angle between 
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the tangent planes at the left and right side of every point of an edge is 
bounded from below by a positive constant; more precisely, for any x0 E 82 
and any neighborhood N,, of x0 on &Q 
SUP % .ny > -1, 
Z.YENO 
where n, and n, are normals to the surface asZ at x and y when the normals 
exist. Notice that, except possibly for corners, 22 C uE=r U, . 
REMARK 4.1. A piecewise -Cj region is strongly Lipschitz or regular 
and, in particular, satisfies the restricted cone condition. 
To motivate what follows we briefly indicate the construction of the 
extension operator E. Sz will be assumed to be a piecewise -P region and 
this property induces a finite partition of unity {w} subordinate to open 
sets {VU+} on Q. An extension operator E, is constructed such that 
for some Q,, 3 Q and E is defined in the obvious way on the dense subset 
Ck(@ of ?Y$2) by 
Ef = c Ev(pvf 1 for f E Ck(i2). 
We must be careful to choose Q, C Q* where Q* is the Cm domain to which 
[*I* is appropriately extendible. This is necessary, not because of the nature 
of our construction of E, but because our result is to be applied meaningfully 
to the context of the earlier problem of determining n-widths asymptotically. 
The operators E, are defined by means of a mapping T, which takes the 
elements of q@V$) onto smooth functions, with appropriate support, 
defined on a cylinder. These latter functions can be extended to smooth 
functions with support contained in an extended cylinder by means of 
extension operators F, constructed through the use of Seeley’s idea. Finally, 
one maps the extended functions back by operators “Tyl” and defines 
E, = T;lF”T, . 
We are now ready to proceed to the details of the construction. We will 
consider first the Seeley extension operators. Thus, let B be a bounded 
open connected subset of the hyperplane x1 = 0 in Em and Z,(d > 0) be 
the cylinder 
2, = {x : (x, ,..., x,) E B, 0 < x, < d}. 
Let V+ be a bounded open connected subset of 2, such that p 3 B. Let 
C,lc(FT) denote those functions in P(V+) which vanish on the boundary 
set aV+ - B. Let 
V- = (x E E” : (-Ax, , x2 ,..., x+J E V+}, 
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where 0 < h < 1 is some shrinking constant at our disposal and let 
V = V+ u B u V-. 
Let C,“(Y) denote those functions in C”(p) which vanish outside V. Then 
we have 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a linear extension operator 
satisfying 
F : CcK( V+) -+ CCk(?) 
Ff restricted to V+ is f,  f E Cc”(F) (4.1) 
F is a bounded operator from Wk( V+) to “ty-,( V). (4.2) 
PROOF. We will show only the construction of F. The reader is referred 
to [4] for a verification that F is well-defined. (4.1) will follow from the 
definition of F and (4.2) is routine though quite tedious. 
Let $J be a (fixed) nonnegative Cm function on El with I&U) =; 1 for 
0 < u < 1 and #(u) = 0 for u >, 2. Let f E C,lc( V+). Then Ff may be 
defined, where x’ = (xp ,..., x,), 
Ffh 7 x’) = f(Xl , 4 for x E V+ 
Ff(‘& ~‘1 = sfi’y+fh , 4 for x’ E B 
(4.3) 
Ff = 2 a,#( -XPxJ f( -2px, , x’) 
IL=0 
for x E V-, 
where 0 < h < 1 and the a, are determined (see [4]) constants satisfying 
2 2pn 1 aP ( < co for n = 0, 1,2,... 
I*=0 
ioaP(-2p). = 1 for 72 = 0, 1,2,... 
with bounds 
1 a, 1 < &2-(11a-Wl~. (44 
This completes the construction of F. 
REMARK 4.1. Upper bounds on I] F /I can easily be obtained through 
(4.4) and the choice of $ and A, 
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Let us consider an arbitrary set L:, , v > 1, as described in Definition 4.1. 
For simplicity we designate the intersection of this set with Q*, the Cm 
domain to which [elk has an appropriate extension, by (:. W’c then set 
L:-- Cl n Q 
and our problem is to construct an estension operator 
The definitions of C,r’(C;-l) and C,‘:(ci) follow those of C,“(p) and CPk( Y). 
By the assumption that .(,, is a piecewise -C” domain it follows that there 
exists a P(&) function f such that C n 8-Q has the representation, following 
a rigid motion y = ox of the x-coordinates, 
Yl r f(Y’), Y’ = (Y? ,..., Ytn) E B, , 
where B, is the projection of UC: onto the hypetplane yI = 0 and is an open 
connected set there, and such that of;-? is contained in the half-cylinder 
{Y : Yl > f(Y’)v Y’ E 4 
and such that the transformation 7 
(TX)j -1 yj j# 1 
(41 = Yl - f(Y’) 
maps U-l- onto V-i, U onto V and U n 82 onto B where V+, V and B are 
sets as considered in Lemma 4.1. The arbitrary shrinking constant h may 
be chosen to satisfy 
0 < A < distance (Z?, %I*). 
r has the following properties, which we will need: 
7 is one to one, 7~ P(c) and J(T) -- 1 where I(T) = Jacobian T, (4.5) 
7-l E cy P) and determines a transformation (4.6) 
-- 
y’ : cy (ye) -+ cyq 
by its restriction to Vf: 
WY) = R(T -‘( YN if g E P.(F) and y E I/‘+ ; (4.7) 
7 determines a transformation 
F : cy P) --f cy 0): 
%w -= g(W if REP(P) and XE u. (4.8) 
We are now ready to state the second lemma of this section, the proof of 
which we again omit since it is routine. 
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LEMMA 4.2. T is a bounded operator from Wk( U+) to Y”~( V+). Similarly, 
?’ is a bounded operator from Wk. V) to Wk( U). 
REMARK 4.2. The norm of 7’ in any equivalent topology on #$(li..), is 
easily bounded from above by quantities involving the function f  defining r 
and involving m and k. A similar statement holds for the norm of 7. 
\Ve are thus in a position to state the key theorem preparatory to defining 
E, i.e., we arc able now to define an extension operator H on ^/lr,(P) to -- 
7KY( U) which takes Cck( U+) into C,“( 0). 
'I~E~REM 4.1. The estension operator 
where F is de$ned by (4.3), T by (4.7), and I’ by (4.8) satisfies 
Hf -f on U+ (4.9) 
and H is bounded as an operator from ,YIk( W) to W&U). 
REMARK 4.3. The norm of H can be bounded above by the product of 
the norms of ‘i’, F and P’. It is necessary of course to choose the topologies 
consistently. 
It is now possible to define the operators E, and hence E. We set 
where the sets { UvJy2,, are the sets described in Definition 4.1. Let {&} be a 
partition of unity of Q’ subordinate to the U, . By restriction to Q it is clear 
that we can obtain a partition of unity {vu] of Q subordinate to the sets 
{U,+}, where 
u,+ = U” n Q, 
satisfying 
p, E Cqy) n cyq, $7” > 0, 1 TV 1-z 1 
yy = 0 outside UU-l-; in particular ~~ ---: 0 on (4.10) 
iTu,+ - (U” n a.Q>. 
From Theorem 4.1 we can conclude the existence of linear extension operators 
E Y> 
E, : l&cyn> --+ Cc”(U) V21 (4.11) 
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such that E, is bounded as an operator from 9&( UP+) to -W;( U,). Notice that 
if Q, 3 Q’then Cck( c) C C,k(J&,). F or v = OwedefineE, = E,, = I. Emay 
then be defined from C?(Q) to C,lc(sZ,) as follows: 
where the definition is understood in the following sense: 
Ef = 1 Evhf) if fE Ck(!3). (4.12) 
We thus have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E be de$ned by (4.12) where (9”) is a partition of unity 
of s2 satisfying (4.10) and E,, = pVF,T, . If 9, is any bounded region containing 
F, Q’ = u U, , then E is a bounded linear operator from W&Q) to Y&Q,-,) and 
where each / j E,, 11 can be estimated from above by Remark (4.3). 
5. APPLICATION TO THE ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF EIGENVALUES 
If the functional equation (1.4), 
has eigenvalues A, such that NV+, = N,(l + o(l)) as v + co and the form 
[elk has a positive coercive Hermitian extension to a Cm domain Q* 3 D then 
the preceding results may be applied to obtain asymptotic estimates for the 
distribution N(h) of eigenvalues < X of (1.4). It is also assumed that the 
coefficients ati8 of [.lk have extensions to P(F). We point out that, by the 
results of [l], the functional Eq. (1.4) is equivalent to a boundary value 
problem involving “natural” boundary conditions, for the partial differential 
Eq. U.9), 
c (-l)l~:ID[a,,D$] == xv, 
I*lGk 
1814k 
if a52 is sufficiently smooth. 
Under the assumptions indicated above we will prove 
THEOREM 5.1. If  D is a regular domain and [-]k and its coeficients can be 
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appropriately extended then N(h) has the following upper and lower asymptotic 
estimates provided N,,, = NJ I + o( 1)): 
N(h) 3 cAm/2k + o(,Wzk) as h -+ co, (5.1) 
where c may be computed precisely by (2.2). 
N(X) < c”W~~ + o(X~~/~~) as A -+ 00, (52) 
where cl’ can be estimated from above. 
PROOF. We remark that, if a quantity is o(1) as h -+ 00, then it is o(l) 
as n -+ 00 (or v --+ 00) and conversely, so that no ambiguity will arise from 
writing o(1). To prove (5.1) we apply (1.14) and obtain for N, < n < NV+, : 
that is, 
K::’ 3 ((c + o(l))/N,+,)““? 
NV+, 3 (&+I)~‘~~ (c + 41)). (5.3) 
If A, < h < A”+1 , v > 0, then N(h) > N, = N,+,(l + o(1)) and 5.3 yields, 
N(h) > ()om/2k (c + o(l))(l + o(1)) as X -+ co 
and (5.1) follows. To prove (5.2), we apply (1.12) and obtain for 
N, < n < Nv+l 
(&+I)-~‘~ < ((c” + o(l))l(N, + ‘%))k’m 
where c” = (c’)~‘~ and n = NV f K, . 
It follows that 
(&+I)~‘~~ > (X + %)/(C” + o(l)) 
and dividing the numerator by Ny+r and observing that (KJN”+~) = o(1) 
we obtain 
N,, < ~“(b+l)~‘~~ + o(~~~;“>; 
and if h,+r < h < A,,,, we have 
N,,, = N(h) < c’V/~~ + o(P/~“) as h -+ co 
and (5.2) follows. 
6. ~-WIDTHS IN 9*(a, b) 
For the bounded region (a, b) C El the widths of function classes in 
Wk(a, b) determined by positive Hermitian coercive forms have the asymptotic 
bounds of (1.12) and (1.13) with c’ = c. In the special case 
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where Lf = 1” p. f 
the n-widths o/ t0he’clzses 
, p, E ‘?[a, b] and p, does not vanish on [a, 61 then 
w, = {f E%&, b) : [f,f]k < 1) 
have the exact asymptotic expansion 
dn(STk) = (~$2)~ + O(rk-‘) as n --+ co; 
c is given by (2.2) with 
w(x) = measure{5 : 0 < / pk(x)Iz t2k < l} 
and if pk(x) 2 1 then c = ((b - a)/~). 
It is well to point out that any class .Yk satisfying 
Cp, 61 n W, C Sp, C 92, 
may be substituted for 9A, without changing the n-widths. Also, optimal 
approximating n-subspaces are spanned by eigenfunctions of the boundary 
value problem 
L*Ly = i (-l)iDi[p,P,Djy] = hy 
id=0 
(LY)j(U) = (Ly)‘(b) = 0 0 < j < k, 
which is the case treated by Kolmogorov [l] if L = Dk. 
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